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Article 3698. Straight Talk to David Straight 
 

   by Anna von Reitz                                                        published May 26, 2022 
 
 
 

Straight Talk to David Straight 
 
This is part of what you are not grasping, so let me ask you --- is it possible to be "at home" and "away from 
home" at the same time?   
 
Can you be on a ship at sea and ploughing a field back home at the same time?   
 
No, you cannot --- and it is the same way with the different apples and oranges we are discussing.  
 
You can be born in California and declare that you are a Californian by birthright and you can be recognized as 
an American State National ---- that is your nationality.  
 
But when you adopt a foreign political status, we are no longer talking about nationality.  We are talking about 
citizenship or non-citizenship.   
 
Citizenship is a vocation --- a job in which you serve the government.    
 
Just as you can choose to be a bartender or not, Americans have the right to choose whether they are 
"citizens" or not.   
 
They also have the right to choose whatever citizenship status they adopt, if they adopt any at all.  
 
This is not true worldwide.    
 
Many countries, including England, maintain that citizenship accrues to you at birth and you have no choice but 
to serve the government all your days.  
 
As an American you can: (1) choose not to be a citizen and just live your life as a Free Man;  (2) adopt State 
Citizenship and serve your State of the Union; (3) adopt U.S. Citizenship and "serve abroad" in the 
international jurisdiction of the sea as a British resident;  (4) adopt Municipal citizenship of the United States 
and "serve abroad" in the jurisdiction of the air as a resident of the District of Columbia; (5) potentially, once the 
American Federal Republic is restored, you could adopt United States Citizenship (different than U.S. 
Citizenship) --- there is a lengthy process to do this described in the old Naturalization Acts --- and "serve 
abroad" as a Resident of the Municipality of Washington, DC.   
 
So there are five (5) possibilities:  
 
1. American Free Man, Non-citizen (no government job obligations at all)  
2. American State Citizen (State of the Union job) 
3. U.S. Citizen (foreign British Territorial Admiralty job) 
4. Municipal citizen of the United States (foreign District Maritime citizen job)  
5. United States Citizen (American foreign service job requiring Municipal residency) 
 
Notice that --- U.S. Citizen, Municipal citizen of the United States, and United States Citizen are all foreign 
citizenships from the perspective of the American Free Man and the American State Citizens.   
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That is, U.S. Citizen, Municipal citizen of the United States, and United States Citizen all work for foreign 
governments and operate in foreign jurisdictions of law.  
 
Many Americans find this hard to comprehend.  
 
They think of that thing in Washington, DC, as "their" government because it is supposed to do work for them 
under contracts called "constitutions", and because many District Employees were born in this country, they 
additionally believe that these governments are American --- but they are not.  
 
The only quasi-American Government that is supposed to be in Washington, DC, is the American Foreign 
Service which we intended to administer through the original Federal Republic --- but that hasn't been possible 
since 1860, so the work got reshuffled and the Pope's Municipal Government simply usurped those roles 
intended for United States Citizens.  
 
Thus, our country has been commandeered by foreign powers since 1860, and all the while, Americans have 
thought that everything was hunky-dory.  
 
When Americans join the military services they unknowingly adopt the U.S. Citizenship political status, and 
unless they inform their Branch Commander otherwise once they are discharged from the military, they are 
presumed to voluntarily retain that status forevermore.  
 
U.S. Citizenship is a British Territorial job and as a condition of your continued volunteer job you are 
considered a Subject of the British Monarch, a Territorial Foreign Situs Trust, collateral (together with all your 
property assets) for the debts of the United States of America, Incorporated, and an Indentured Servant for the 
duration of your service.  
 
You also lose all Constitutional Guarantees owed to Americans, can not actually own land in this country (only 
a British Trust "title" to land, which the Queen holds "for" you), and as a tenant on (what used to be) your own 
land, you have to pay property taxes, easement assessments, etc., etc., etc.  You also become subject to the 
Queen's law in your country.  
 
So, here you are, going around, teaching everyone that it's okay to be a U.S. Citizen --- and it is, but..... there 
are downsides.  More recently, you have even been suggesting by reference to 8 USC 12 that it's even 
possible for them to be "United States Citizens", apparently because the British Territorials are preparing to 
front a British Territorial version of our Federal Republic and confuse everyone some more--- though we won't 
allow that.    
 
The problem, David, is that you aren't telling people what U.S. Citizenship actually means and what they give 
up in the course of adopting U.S. Citizenship.  And as far as all this talk about a "new" Federal Republic, you 
aren't telling people that this could only be a British-affiliated entity calling itself "a" Federal Republic --- if it 
comes to pass, it won't be American.  
 
The American Government is run by Americans adopting their own citizenship --- which is American State 
Citizenship.  And it's only the American State Citizens who actually have the authority to reconstruct both the 
Confederation of States and the American Federal Republic.   
 
In the meantime, our venerable Federation of States is the only American Government operating in 
international and global jurisdiction, just as it did from 1776-1781.   
 
If you and all the other U.S. Citizen volunteers really want to do something to help America and your fellow-
Americans, and actually want to help restore the American Government and do the right thing, then the first 
thing you need to do is come home.  Resign your job as a foreign citizen working in a foreign jurisdiction of the 
law, and if you want to serve, serve your own State Government instead.   


